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Mandy Greer: The Ecstatic Moment

Strut: The Peacock and Beauty in Art

Seattle-based artist Mandy Greer installs a fantasy world at the

Strutting in its sapphire-blue and emerald-green feathers, the peacock symbolizes all things vain and

Museum that is awash in color, laced with glittering chandeliers,

beautiful in centuries of painting, sculpture, in books and myth, and on clothes that swirl and shine like

and alive with sumptuous birds and enigmatic figures draped

the iridescent bird itself. The peacock’s emblazoned train of feathers spread “like the heavens strewed

in costume for her first New York solo exhibition.

with stars” intrigued artists East and West, who made the peacock a motif for designs on canvas and

Greer draws her inspiration from ancient myths and fairy

objets for the home.

tales and from the mundane and magical moments of everyday
NSTG (attributed)
Art Nouveau Peacock
Feather Tiles.
Germany, early 20th century
Glazed ceramic with cuenca
decoration. Courtesy of
Skinner Auctioneers, Boston

life. The sewing machine and the crochet hook are her tools.
Fabric and objects from the natural world her medium.
Last summer Greer visited Glenview, the Museum’s Victorian
river home and captivated by the home’s ability to spur reverie,
she returns this summer with a site-specific installation that
encompasses sculpture, photography, fabric wall panels,

Rikki Morley Saunders,
artist represented in Strut:
Peacock and Beauty in Art,
sculpts Alexander, a peacock
who resides close to her
studio.

video, and performance and turns the Museum’s galleries into
a composition of six colors, each evoking recollection.
Mandy Greer. Ember, from The Ecstatic Moment, 2013

Lily Cox-Richard:
Possessing Powers
It started with an apple and a serpent.

The Hudson River Museum has organized Strut:

Then the tempting began.

The Peacock and Beauty in Art, the first survey of the

Eve Disconsolate, the masterpiece

peacock portrayed in over 100 paintings, photographs, and

by Hiram Powers, now in the collection

decorative arts in the United States, England, and France

of the Hudson River Museum, shows

from the 19th-century to today. On view from October 11

a distressed Eve about to be banished

until January 18, the exhibition is accompanied by a catalog

from the Garden of Eden. Eve, and

co-published by the Museum and Fordham University Press.

other works by this 19th-century artist,

Both a guide to the exhibition and a book in its own right

inspired contemporary sculptor Lily

with lively essays and reflections by the artists themselves,

Cox-Richard to make fresh sculptural

it is a fully illustrated exploration of the phenomenon of

forms — The Stand (Possessing Powers).

the peacock, darling of designers and painters.

Intrigued by the relationship between
the figures and their bases modeled

The exhibition and the accompanying catalog have been made

by Hiram Powers, Lily Cox-Richard

possible by a generous grant from the Mr. and Mrs. Raymond

presents new bases that continue the

J. Horowitz Foundation for the Arts, Inc. The exhibition catalog

stories that Powers’ famous figures tell.

is co-published by the Hudson River Museum and Fordham
Lily Cox-Richard. The Stand (Possessing Powers), 2013

University Press.
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